Wind Man v. The Hurricane
By Peyton Douglas-Doran and Abby Ritter

Welcome to our exciting new comic...
It’s a battle of wits!
The people with disabilities, especially the nonbinary ones, were the most afraid. They didn’t know if the shelter would have the things they needed to be safe.

Hey yo! I’m scared! AHHHHHHH!!!

The shelter is going to be big big BIG BIG BIG BIG BILLIGG, and there will be room for everyone!

Wind Man told people that everything will be okay.

... a quiet, sensory-friendly space, with soothing objects like comfort/stmt toys, stuffed animals, weighted blankets, and a white noise machine...

... and ramps and elevators to all spaces (with railings on ramps as well as stairs).

Some of the people staying at the shelter will be nonbinary. They will need gender-neutral restrooms, name tags with pronouns, and period products. They will also need inclusive places to sleep that are for everyone, not just men or women.

In the bathroom, people need grab bars, roll-in showers, shower chairs/benches, and accessible sinks. They might also need ilfts (C.U. or S.P.A. ilfts), diapers, wipes, and an adult sized changing table.

We should arrest The Hurricane!

That’s a great idea!

Meanwhile, Officers Ben and Jim are contemplating that they should arrest The Hurricane at any cost.

Look! Here comes The Hurricane! Woohoo!

Wind Man is going to save us!

The shelter has everything you need thanks to Wind Man! Let’s rock & roll!

The people arrive at the shelter, and they have everything they need. They aren’t worried about the hurricane. They know Wind Man is going to save them!
Put your belongings inside right now because things are getting cold a lot right now! Stay safe inside, while I battle The Hurricane. Peace out! Stay safe kids!

Wind Man and The Hurricane are battling!

The shelter is a stadium that looks like a big igloo with a glass dome.

Give up, Wind Man! Give up!

Never! I'll teach you to not cause destruction!

The Hurricane is knocked out. Wind Man saves the day!

You got knocked out, you know what? Prepare to be under arrest!

You are under arrest, Hurricane!

Wind Man sends out a final tweet, saying that The Hurricane is under arrest, and everyone is safe.

Hey, Citizens of Washington DC! The Hurricane was too weak to battle, so I have won. They are all under arrest! HAVE A NICE DAY! You're all safe!

Everyone having a hot dog party in sunshine!

But wait!

The End!

Would you be willing to let us conduct a brief interrogation?

If your facility only has gendered bathrooms, how could you create gender-neutral bathrooms?

How do accessible, gender-neutral bathrooms benefit everyone?

What is your shelter/organization already doing to ensure that services and spaces are accessible and welcoming to disabled and nonbinary people? What can you do better?

Have you trained your staff about best practices in serving both disabled and nonbinary people?

Thank you for taking our questions, and for helping Wind Man make the world a safer and friendlier place! That's the end of our comic - see you later!